Efficient beneficiation of microcrystalline graphite remains a challenge. Selective recovery of microcrystalline graphite from quartz using hydrophobized magnetite as magnetic seed is studied in this work. Magnetite was hydrophobized by the surface coating of sodium oleate. The hydrophobic agglomerates were then separated by magnetic separation. Sedimentation experiments were performed to study the adhesion of microcrystalline graphite and quartz to magnetite particles. The results showed that hydrophobized magnetite led to a higher microcrystalline graphite recovery than that of the original magnetite, due to the higher probability to bond with microcrystalline graphite. However, the hydrophobization of the magnetite surface had an insignificant effect on its interaction with quartz. The force analysis based on the extended Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (EDLVO) theory indicated that the total attractive interaction between hydrophobized magnetite and microcrystalline graphite were obviously stronger than that between hydrophobized magnetite and quartz, resulting in the selective aggregation between hydrophobized magnetite and microcrystalline graphite.
Introduction
Graphite is a typical carbonaceous material with excellent characteristics, such as electrical conductivity, corrosiveness resistance, tenacity, and lubrication [1] [2] [3] , and its mineral deposits are found widely throughout the world. Natural graphite includes crystalline graphite and microcrystalline graphite, which have different physical appearances. Crystalline graphite is generally characterized by a large crystal size of >10 µm and a homogeneous flaky structure [4] . The carbon content of crystalline graphite can be upgraded to 95% by conventional purification technology [5, 6] . Conversely, microcrystalline graphite is composed of fine graphite crystals that are less than 1 µm. Additionally, disseminates closely with gangue minerals, such as quartz, silicate minerals, and aluminum oxides. These impurities are difficult to be removed from graphite in traditional beneficiation processes [7] [8] [9] . Extensive research has been undertaken to improve microcrystalline graphite purification. Currently, chemical treatments, high temperature purification, and flotation are the most commonly used beneficiation methods [10, 11] . Chemical methods, including chlorination roasting, hydrofluoric acid treatment, and alkali roasting, would consume plenty of strong acid and/or alkali chemicals [12] [13] [14] . High temperature purification is restricted to produce ultra-pure graphite (purity > 99.9%) due to high cost [4] . Although flotation is an economic technology, it is difficult to purify microcrystalline graphite because gangue minerals could easily pass into concentrate by entrainment or entrapment with the aid
Materials and Methods

Materials
The microcrystalline graphite and quartz used in this study were high-grade minerals obtained from Changsha and Suqian in China, respectively. Large pieces of microcrystalline graphite and quartz with high purity were picked out and then crushed to −5.0 mm by a jaw-crusher, followed by dry grinding in an automatic agate mill for 30 min. Magnetite powder (purity > 98%), purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd., was employed as the seeding material. It is worthwhile to note that magnetite used as received is termed the "original" magnetite, while that with further hydrophobization is the "hydrophobized" magnetite. Both original and hydrophobized magnetite were used as magnetic seeds. Mineral samples were characterized by an X-ray diffractometer (XRD, D8 Advance, Bruker) (Bruker Co., Karlsruhe, Germany), X-ray fluorescence (XRF) Spectrometer (S8 Tiger, Bruker) (Bruker Co., Karlsruhe, Germany), and a laser particle size analyzer (S3500, Microtrac) (Microtrac, Inc., Montgomeryville, PA, USA).
Sodium oleate of analytical purity (from Aladdin Industrial Corporation) was used to modify the magnetite surface property. Dodecane (from Aladdin Industrial Corporation, AR, Shanghai, China) was used as an adhesion reagent. Potassium chloride (KCl) (from Xilong Scientific Co., Ltd., AR, Shantou, China) was used for the preparation of supporting the electrolyte solution. NaOH and HCl of analytical grade were utilized to adjust the pH level of solutions.
Magnetite Hydrophobization
A total of 10 g of original magnetite was added to 100 mL of 2 × 10 −2 M sodium oleate solution, followed by stirring for 20 min at 298 K. The prepared suspension was then kept still for 24 h to allow sodium oleate to interact with the magnetite surface. Afterwards, the magnetite particles were collected and washed six times with distilled water to remove excessive sodium oleate. Lastly, these magnetite particles were dried at 80 • C in an oven. The contact angle of magnetite before and after the modification were measured using a contact angle tester (JC2000D1, Powereach Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) to determine the effectiveness of the hydrophobization. Figure 1 shows the experimental testing equipment for the beneficiation of graphite using magnetic seeding. Magnetic seeding experiments were carried out in a 5 L beaker. A high shear mixer (from FLUKO Equipment Shanghai Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) was used to maintain mineral particles in suspension at a fixed solid-water ratio of 10 g of solids to 1 L water at pH 7. The solids consisted of microcrystalline graphite and quartz with a solid weight ratio of 4:1. The pulp was initially conditioned for 2 min, followed by another 4 min of conditioning with the addition of 0.1 g of magnetite seeds (both original and hydrophobized magnetite) and 40 kg/t of dodecane at a stirring speed of 10,000 rpm. The magnetite seeds were evenly sprinkled into the pulp to prevent eager aggregation between hydrophobized magnetite particles. Dodecane was added to promote selective aggregation of the particles due to its increased ability to adhere to hydrophobic particles. Both original and hydrophobized magnetite particles were used to show the importance of surface property on selective aggregation. Afterwards, magnetic separation was conducted in a high gradient magnetic separator (Slon-100, Slon Magnetic Separator Ltd., Ganzhou, China). The pulp entered the magnetic separator, where the magnetic fraction was retained inside, while the non-magnetic fraction exited at the bottom. As the concentrate, the magnetic fraction was washed out in the absence of the magnetic field at the end of each experiment. The magnetic concentrates and non-magnetic tailings were dried and weighed for subsequent analysis of fixed carbon content, according to the Chinese standard GB/T 3521-2008 [29] .
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Sedimentation Experiments
Mixed solids were accurately weighed and placed into a 100 mL cylinder. The mixture comprising 0.05 g of magnetic seeds and 0.02 g of mineral (microcrystalline graphite or quartz) was prepared. The cylinder was then filled with 100 mL of water at neutral pH, followed by inverting it 20 times. The perfectly mixed suspension was then given 3 min to settle. Its supernatant was sampled using a 5 mL pipette, at a fixed distance of 5 cm below the air-liquid interface. The number of particles in the supernatant samples was measured by a particle counter (GWF-8JD, Tianhe Analytic Instrument Co., Ltd., Tianjin, China) and was used to calculate particle concentrations.
Zeta Potential Measurements
The zeta potential at different pH values was measured by Brookhaven 90Plus ZetaPALS (Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, Brookhaven, MS, USA). For each measurement, 0.01 g of solids were added into 1.0 L of 1.0 × 10 −4 M KCl electrolyte solution. The suspension was stirred for 5 min and its pH value was adjusted using HCl or NaOH solution. A total of 1 mL of the suspension was then taken out by a pipette for the measurement of zeta potential. 
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Theoretical Calculations
The interactions between particles are commonly determined by the classical EDLVO theory, which considers the sum of Van der Waals interactions (V A ) and electrostatic double layer interactions (V E ). The hydrophobized magnetite and microcrystalline graphite used in this work have good hydrophobicity; therefore, there also exists hydrophobic interactions (V HPB ) between these particles. The EDLVO theory is then used to include hydrophobic interactions as follows [30, 31] :
The Van der Waals interaction energy of two spherical particles is expressed in the following equations [32] :
where A 132 is the Hamaker constant, R is the radius of spherical particles, h is the distance between two mineral particles, k B is the Boltzmann constant with a value of 1.381 × 10 −23 J/K, T is temperature (298 K), ε 1 and ε 2 are the dielectric constant of two minerals, ε 3 is the dielectric constant of water, is the Planck constant with the value of 6.626 × 10 −34 J·s, ω is the characteristic relaxation frequency of the UV region with a value of 3.0 × 10 15 s −1 , n 1 and n 2 are the refractive indices of two minerals, and n 3 is the refractive index of water. The electrostatic double layer interaction energy of two spherical particles is presented as below [33] :
where ε and ε 0 are the permittivity of solution and vacuum, respectively; ψ 1 and ψ 2 are the zeta potential of minerals 1 and 2, respectively; κ −1 is the Debye length, which is 30.4 nm in 1.0 × 10 −4 M KCl solution; and C KCl is the molar concentration of KCl solution.
The hydrophobic interactions energy is usually determined by Equation (6) [26]:
where h 0 is the attenuation decay length and U 0 HA is the hydrophobic energy constant between particles, which can be calculated by Equation (7) [34, 35] :
where γ + 1 and γ + 2 are the electron acceptor of two minerals, γ + 3 is the electron acceptor of a liquid, γ − 1 and γ − 2 are the electron donors of two minerals, and γ − 3 is the electron donor of a liquid. The values of γ + 1 , γ + 2 , γ − 1 , and γ − 2 can be derived from Equation (8) [36]:
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where γ LW is the apolar (Lifshitz-Van der Waals) component of the solid and liquid surface tension and the index S and L refer to solid and liquid, respectively. In order to obtain the values, γ LW S , γ + S , and γ − S , of minerals, the contact angles (θ) of three different liquids (of which two must be polar) with known γ LW L , γ − L , and γ + L were measured and put into Equation (8) three times. Table 1 shows the average contact angles of microcrystalline graphite, quartz, and original and hydrophobized magnetite. The values for the components of surface energy were calculated by Equation (8) and presented in Table 2 . Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns of quartz (PDF card #: 65-0466) and microcrystalline graphite (PDF card #: 41-1487) used in the present work. These minerals were of a very high grade and contained negligible impurities. The XRF analysis, summarized in Table 3 , indicated that microcrystalline graphite contained 96.00 wt% of C and 1.79 wt% SiO 2 . The quartz mineral contained 97.93 wt% of SiO 2 and 0.86 wt% of Al 2 O 3 . Such XRF results corresponded well to the XRD patterns. The particle size distributions of different minerals are tabulated in Table 4 . The particle sizes are represented by D 50 , D 90 (particle diameter at a cumulative distribution of 50% and 90%), and volume average diameters in the unit of µm. The volume average diameters of microcrystalline graphite, quartz, and magnetite were close. Similar findings can also be found in terms of D 50 and D 90 values. These results indicate that the size distributions of different mineral particles used in the current study were similar. The particle size distributions of different minerals are tabulated in Table 4 . The particle sizes are represented by D50, D90 (particle diameter at a cumulative distribution of 50% and 90%), and volume average diameters in the unit of μm. The volume average diameters of microcrystalline graphite, quartz, and magnetite were close. Similar findings can also be found in terms of D50 and D90 values.
Results and Discussion
Characterization
These results indicate that the size distributions of different mineral particles used in the current study were similar. 
Magnetite Hydrophobization
The contact angles of magnetite before and after the treatment with sodium oleate are shown in Figure 3 . The contact angle increased from 13 • to 132 • after surface modification, which indicates that magnetite gains hydrophobicity through surface coating of sodium oleate. This is because the electrostatic interaction between carboxylic acid head groups of the oleate and the hydroxyl groups of magnetite tends to form a hydrophobic shell. This mechanism has been elaborated by previous studies [22, [37] [38] [39] [40] . 
The contact angles of magnetite before and after the treatment with sodium oleate are shown in Figure 3 . The contact angle increased from 13° to 132° after surface modification, which indicates that magnetite gains hydrophobicity through surface coating of sodium oleate. This is because the electrostatic interaction between carboxylic acid head groups of the oleate and the hydroxyl groups of magnetite tends to form a hydrophobic shell. This mechanism has been elaborated by previous studies [22, [37] [38] [39] [40] . Figure 4 presents the recovery of microcrystalline graphite as a function of magnetic field intensities. The same mass of original and hydrophobized magnetite were employed. It is obvious from Figure 4 that the recovery of microcrystalline graphite rose considerably, while the magnetic field intensity increased from 0.2 T to 1 T. The hydrophobized magnetite possessed a higher microcrystalline graphite recovery than the original magnetite did over the entire range of the magnetic field intensity. The microcrystalline graphite recovery of 77.6% can be achieved at 1 T of magnetic field intensity for hydrophobized magnetite, and it was 27.6% higher than that for original magnetite under the same condition. This clearly indicates that hydrophobic magnetite benefitted the recovery of microcrystalline graphite. Figure 4 presents the recovery of microcrystalline graphite as a function of magnetic field intensities. The same mass of original and hydrophobized magnetite were employed. It is obvious from Figure 4 that the recovery of microcrystalline graphite rose considerably, while the magnetic field intensity increased from 0.2 T to 1 T. The hydrophobized magnetite possessed a higher microcrystalline graphite recovery than the original magnetite did over the entire range of the magnetic field intensity. The microcrystalline graphite recovery of 77.6% can be achieved at 1 T of magnetic field intensity for hydrophobized magnetite, and it was 27.6% higher than that for original magnetite under the same condition. This clearly indicates that hydrophobic magnetite benefitted the recovery of microcrystalline graphite. Figure 5 shows the fixed carbon content of microcrystalline graphite for the two magnetic seeds. There was an increase in the fixed carbon content of magnetic concentrate with increasing magnetic field intensity. The fixed carbon of feed was measured at 70.2%. As for hydrophobized magnetite, the fixed carbon content of magnetic concentrate increased from 81.9% at 0.2 T to 87.6% at 1 T. Compared with hydrophobized magnetite, the original counterpart led to a lower fixed carbon content of magnetic concentrate in all circumstances. These findings clearly indicate that surface hydrophobization was beneficial to enhance concentrate quality. 
Beneficiation of Microcrystalline Graphite
Sedimentation Experiments
Sedimentation experiments were conducted to examine the effect of surface property of magnetic seeds on their selective attachment with microcrystalline graphite and quartz. When magnetic seeds agglomerate with minerals (microcrystalline graphite or quartz), the resultant Figure 5 shows the fixed carbon content of microcrystalline graphite for the two magnetic seeds. There was an increase in the fixed carbon content of magnetic concentrate with increasing magnetic field intensity. The fixed carbon of feed was measured at 70.2%. As for hydrophobized magnetite, the fixed carbon content of magnetic concentrate increased from 81.9% at 0.2 T to 87.6% at 1 T. Compared with hydrophobized magnetite, the original counterpart led to a lower fixed carbon content of magnetic concentrate in all circumstances. These findings clearly indicate that surface hydrophobization was beneficial to enhance concentrate quality. Figure 5 shows the fixed carbon content of microcrystalline graphite for the two magnetic seeds. There was an increase in the fixed carbon content of magnetic concentrate with increasing magnetic field intensity. The fixed carbon of feed was measured at 70.2%. As for hydrophobized magnetite, the fixed carbon content of magnetic concentrate increased from 81.9% at 0.2 T to 87.6% at 1 T. Compared with hydrophobized magnetite, the original counterpart led to a lower fixed carbon content of magnetic concentrate in all circumstances. These findings clearly indicate that surface hydrophobization was beneficial to enhance concentrate quality. 
Sedimentation experiments were conducted to examine the effect of surface property of magnetic seeds on their selective attachment with microcrystalline graphite and quartz. When magnetic seeds agglomerate with minerals (microcrystalline graphite or quartz), the resultant 
Sedimentation experiments were conducted to examine the effect of surface property of magnetic seeds on their selective attachment with microcrystalline graphite and quartz. When magnetic seeds agglomerate with minerals (microcrystalline graphite or quartz), the resultant agglomerates will settle quickly, whereas the remaining fine particles will suspend for a long time.
As shown in Figure 6a , the particle concentration in the supernatant of the hydrophobized magnetite-microcrystalline graphite system was smaller than that of the original magnetitemicrocrystalline graphite system in the size range of 1-10 µm. The supernatant particle concentrations in the whole size range of 1-20 µm were 37,599 particles per milliliter for hydrophobized magnetite and 47,963 particles per milliliter for original magnetite, respectively. Figure 6b compares the supernatant particle concentrations of hydrophobized magnetite-quartz and original magnetite-quartz systems. The results show that the supernatant particle concentrations of the two systems were almost the same. In conclusion, the hydrophobized magnetite had an increased likelihood to form agglomeration with microcrystalline graphite over original magnetite. However, the hydrophobized magnetite and original magnetite had similar interaction with quartz. This explains why hydrophobized magnetite had greater graphite recovery and higher concentrate quality than the original counterpart in Section 4.3.
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Zeta Potential Measurement and Inter-Particle Interaction Energy Analysis
The total inter-particle interaction energy between original magnetite and quartz was repulsive. An obvious attraction interaction between original magnetite and microcrystalline graphite was present. This indicates that original magnetite particles could also selectively aggregate with microcrystalline graphite. Additionally, it appears that hydrophobized magnetite was likely to aggregate with quartz by the attractive interaction. However, interactions between hydrophobized magnetite and microcrystalline graphite were obviously much stronger than that between hydrophobized magnetite and quartz. As a result, hydrophobized magnetite tended to bond with microcrystalline graphite rather than with quartz to form selective agglomerates under the high intensity agitation. These results are consistent with those of magnetic seeding and sedimentation experiments. Figure 8 presents the total interaction energy between seeds (original or hydrophobic magnetite) and minerals (microcrystalline graphite or quartz) calculated at pH 7, according to Equations (1)- (8) . The negative energy indicates attraction between particles. On the contrary, the positive sign means repulsion between particles. The total inter-particle interaction energy between original magnetite and quartz was repulsive. An obvious attraction interaction between original magnetite and microcrystalline graphite was present. This indicates that original magnetite particles could also selectively aggregate with microcrystalline graphite. Additionally, it appears that hydrophobized magnetite was likely to aggregate with quartz by the attractive interaction. However, interactions between hydrophobized magnetite and microcrystalline graphite were obviously much stronger than that between hydrophobized magnetite and quartz. As a result, hydrophobized magnetite tended to bond with microcrystalline graphite rather than with quartz to form selective agglomerates under the high intensity agitation. These results are consistent with those of magnetic seeding and sedimentation experiments.
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Individual interaction energies versus separation distance for hydrophobized magnetite and microcrystalline graphite particles are illustrated in Figure 9 , which indicates that the aggregation between hydrophobized magnetite and microcrystalline graphite was driven mainly by the attractive hydrophobic interaction. As the hydrophobic magnetite and microcrystalline graphite particles approach each other, fine particles form agglomeration due to the net attractive interaction. In this process, dodecane droplets had the tendency to attach to the hydrophobic particle surfaces, enhancing the hydrophobic agglomeration. A small quantity of hydrophobized magnetite particles in hydrophobic agglomerates were sufficient to render them magnetism at a relatively high field intensity due to of the great magnetic permeability of magnetite. Individual interaction energies versus separation distance for hydrophobized magnetite and microcrystalline graphite particles are illustrated in Figure 9 , which indicates that the aggregation between hydrophobized magnetite and microcrystalline graphite was driven mainly by the attractive hydrophobic interaction. As the hydrophobic magnetite and microcrystalline graphite particles approach each other, fine particles form agglomeration due to the net attractive interaction. In this process, dodecane droplets had the tendency to attach to the hydrophobic particle surfaces, enhancing the hydrophobic agglomeration. A small quantity of hydrophobized magnetite particles in hydrophobic agglomerates were sufficient to render them magnetism at a relatively high field intensity due to of the great magnetic permeability of magnetite. As the hydrophobic magnetite and microcrystalline graphite particles approach each other, fine particles form agglomeration due to the net attractive interaction. In this process, dodecane droplets had the tendency to attach to the hydrophobic particle surfaces, enhancing the hydrophobic agglomeration. A small quantity of hydrophobized magnetite particles in hydrophobic agglomerates were sufficient to render them magnetism at a relatively high field intensity due to of the great magnetic permeability of magnetite.
Conclusions
The recovery of microcrystalline graphite using magnetic seeding was studied in this work. The microcrystalline graphite could selectively aggregate with hydrophobized magnetite fractions to form hydrophobic agglomerates that could be easily separated from quartz by magnetic separation.
Sedimentation experiments further confirm that hydrophobized magnetite had a better selectivity than original magnetite. The mechanism of aggregation could be explained by the EDLVO theory. The interactions between hydrophobized magnetite and microcrystalline graphite were attractive. Compared with the Van der Waals interactions and electrostatic double layer interactions, hydrophobic attraction was much stronger and played a dominant role in the interaction between hydrophobized magnetite and microcrystalline graphite. 
